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The role and extent of detachment faulting at slow-spreading mid-ocean ridges
At slow spreading ridges such as the Mid-Atlantic Ridge are large domal massifs of exhumed plutonic and mantle rocks, termed Oceanic Core
complexes. These are thought to be the exhumed footwall of large-offset normal faults with a heave of up to tens of km. However the geometry,
mechanics and lateral extent of these inferred detachments are currently unknown.
This Birmingham-led project sets out to investigate an active detachment fault through a combination of seismic reflection imaging of the detachment geometry, wide-angle
seismic determination of the seismic velocity structures of the massifs and surrounding crust, microseismic investigation and mapping of the zone of active faulting, and
high resolution mapping of the seafloor and its magnetism to determine spreading history.
The project is a collborative project with Durham (wide-angle seismic and magnetism), Cardiff (bathymetry), Woods Hole and Paris. The project has been funded by NERC
but is awaiting shiptime scheduling.
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